Florida Baptists Make a difference
by offering Help, Healing and Hope

We serve through these eight ministry areas
FEEDING MINISTRY
The purpose of the Feeding Ministry is to meet the physical and spiritual needs of those impacted by a disaster. We accomplish this by training volunteers to safely and properly prepare meals to feed a clean-up crew of volunteers out of a church
kitchen, or about 25,000 meals for survivors using our two mobile kitchens.

CLEAN-UP & RECOVERY
The mission of Florida's Clean-up Recovery ministry is to intentionally provide hope by offering assistance with flood recovery, chainsaw, or temporary roof repair to others while meeting their physical and spiritual needs after a disaster.

SPIRITUAL CARE
Florida Baptist Spiritual Care Team members seek to comfort and encourage the survivors and responders who are affected by
a disaster by sharing the hope of the Gospel.

TEMPORARY CHILD CARE
Temporary Childcare Services provides care for children in the aftermath of a disaster. It is a ministry where children and
parents are shown the love of Jesus at a time when care and attention are vital needs in their lives.

ON SITE MANAGEMENT
On Site Management team provides on-site security and safety management of volunteers and assets during times of disaster deployments and training events, meeting those needs, in accordance with God’s will and purpose.

ADMINISTRATION
The Administration Team serves in a support role by compiling reports, tracking volunteers and disaster event information
while offering compassion to those in need.

LOGISTICS
Logistics is committed to the safe transportation, operation and maintenance of the disaster relief equipment. Logistics also is
dedicated to showing the love of Christ while helping others.

COMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY
The Communication and Technology team serves in a support role by creating and maintaining systems to ensure that the
communication and technology needs of FLDR are met, and the stories of what God is doing through the FLDR volunteers are
told.

www.flbaptist.org/disasterrelief

